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ABSTRACT
Content-based publish/subscribe systems allow events to be selectively and aperiodically pushed to subscribers according to their interests, expressed as predicates in a high-dimensional event space.
Making such systems scalable in a wide-area network requires considering multiple factors, e.g., distribution of events, similarity of
subscriber interests in the event space, and proximity of subscriber
locations in the network. A major obstacle for this research is
the lack of publicly available, realistic workloads, because of concerns of privacy and commercial interests in releasing user information. This paper describes a workload generator for wide-area
content-based publish/subscribe systems, which extrapolates the
limited amount of various statistics available to public, and generates a workload consistent with these statistics. The generator
allows users to deviate the workload from the given statistics in
meaningful ways, such as lowering the variance. Our hope is that
this generator will help publish/subscribe researchers evaluate their
research.

1 Introduction
Publish/subscribe is a model of data dissemination, where publishers (data providers) selectively and aperiodically push events
to subscribers (data consumers) based on their specified interests.
Publish/subscribe systems typically employ a network of brokers
that serve as the middleware between the publishers and the subscribers. Traditionally, publish/subscribe systems are topic-based,
in which subscribers can subscribe only to a set of predefined topics. Recent years, however, have seen growing interests in contentbased publish/subscribe systems, in which subscribers can specify their interests using arbitrary predicates in a multi-dimensional
event space.
We have been working on a system called ProSem [3, 4] for efficiently supporting powerful content-based subscription functionalities. A main feature of ProSem is joint consideration of subscription processing and notification dissemination. Traditionally,
these problems are considered separately: the database community
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has mostly focused on efficient subscription processing, while the
networking community has mainly focused on efficient event dissemination. ProSem is along the recent line of work, including
ONYX [8], SemCast [13], Net-χ [14], etc., aimed at bridging this
gap. Our goal is to develop an end-to-end solution consisting of not
only techniques for subscription processing and indexing but also
dissemination network design.
A particular problem of interest is how to assign subscriptions to
brokers. Brokers are intermediaries in delivering events from publishers to subscribers. Intuitively, it is beneficial to assign subscriptions with similar interests to the same broker, because events delivered to the broker serve multiple subscriptions, potentially saving communication. On the other hand, we need to be careful in
letting one broker handle subscribers that are far away in terms of
network distance, because doing so may violate delivery latency requirements and increase communication costs. Balancing the two
considerations—similarity of interests in the event space and proximity of locations in the network space—is a hard optimization.
The optimal trade-off between the two also depends on the amounts
of events matching shared versus disjoint interests. Therefore, the
best solution for a given system must take into account subscription
interests and locations as well as event distributions.
A major obstacle for this research is the lack of publicly available, realistic workloads for content-based publish/subscribe. The
industry rarely discloses data on subscriptions (user interests and
locations) because of privacy concerns and commercial interests.
Lack of widely deployed systems supporting powerful content-based
subscriptions also contributes to the difficulty in getting large and
real workloads.
Given the lack of real data, researchers usually generate synthesized workloads. For example, Baldoni et al. [1] used the uniform
and Gaussian distributions to generate events and subscription constraints in the event space. Bianchi et al. [2] generates skewed subscription workloads by applying a Zipf distribution to the origin of
subscriptions; they set the size of subscriptions and event distribution to be uniform. In [1, 13], subscribers are assigned uniformly or
randomly among the brokers in the network. The major drawback
of using synthetic data is that the correlation between the event and
network spaces is not considered, even though exploring such correlation may provide more optimization opportunities, e.g., in the
subscriber assignment problem.
There has also been past work on characterizing publish/subscribe
systems. For example, Liu et al. [11] studied the properties of
RSS feeds. They showed that the feed popularity in RSS follows
a Zipf distribution. Tock et al. [15] showed that stock popularity
in NYSE follows an exponential distribution. In [6, 5], each broker subscribes to a subset of topics, and each topic is chosen with
a different probability according to the RSS and NYSE distribu-

tions. In [16], the probability that a topic is of interest to a broker
is set to a fractional value f , which is varied in the experiments.
However, the focus of this paper is to generate content-based publish/subscribe workloads instead of topic-based ones.
In this paper, we develop a workload generator for wide-area
content-based publish/subscribe systems. Our generator generates
subscribers’ interests and geographical locations based on given
statistical summaries, such that the generated workload is consistent with the given statistics. Users can control some aspects of
the workload generation to fine-tune the process and to get workloads with varying sizes and characteristics that deviate from the
given statistics in meaningful ways. For concreteness, we demonstrate workload generation using public information extracted from
Google Groups and PlanetLab. However, our approach is general
and can be applied to other data sources that offer similar types
of summary information. We plan to make the generator publicly
available so that publish/subscribe researchers can use it to evaluate
their research.

2 Overview
An event is represented as a point in the event space, denoted by E.
A subscription defines a region in E. Although our generator can
generate events and subscriptions in higher dimensions, because of
unavailability of higher dimensional data, we map E to R2 . Each
subscription will be a rectangle in E. A network location is represented as a point in the network space, denoted by N. Using the
Internet embedding techniques [7, 9, 12], we map N to R5 . The
Euclidean distance between two network locations in N approximates the latency between them. A subscription is composed of a
pair (τ, x), where τ ⊆ E is a rectangle and x ∈ N is a point.
The workload we generate consists of the following: a) a set of
subscriptions, each having a rectangular region of interest in the
event space and a point in the network space; b) an event distribution over the event space, from which a sequence of random events
can be drawn. Optionally, we can also generate a set of brokers,
with their locations in the network space.
The next two sections cover the two work phases of our generator. For concreteness, we use data extracted from Google Groups
to extrapolate subscribers’ interests and geographical locations. We
generate actual network locations of subscribers and brokers based
on PlanetLab measurements. Section 3 describes the types of data
available from Google Groups and PlanetLab. Section 4 discusses
how to generate a workload using the collected data as basis for
extrapolation. Finally, in Section 5, we discuss several possible
extensions.

3 Data Extraction
3.1 Data from Google Groups
Google provides a service called Google Groups, which allows
people with common interests to form and participate in discussion groups. Google’s group directory1 reflects the tagging of each
group by three attributes: topic (e.g., “soccer”), language (e.g.,
“Spanish”), and geographic region (e.g., “Europe”). Google defines hierarchies over topics and regions. For instance, “recreation” contains “sports” which contains “soccer,” and “Asia” contains “China.” We call a topic atomic if it does not contain any
subtopics. Google Groups does not provide a hierarchy on languages, so we introduce our own by grouping languages into categories according to their origins. For example, “Asian languages”
contains “Eastern Asian languages” which contains “Korean.”
1
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For each group, Google Groups provides its number of members,
the average number of messages posted per month, and language.
Depending on the access settings of a group, its geographic regions
and topics may or may not be available to public.
We base our subscription workload on data extracted from Google
Groups. Two of the three attributes, topic and language, are treated
as dimensions of the event space. We make each pair of atomic
topic and language a base interest. There are 268 atomic topics
and 141 languages, giving rise to 37,788 potential base interests.
Intuitively, each member in a group associated with a base interest
counts as a subscription with that interest. Since Google Groups is
topic-based rather than content-based, we will need to convert the
categorical event space dimensions into continuous ones, and map
base interests into rectangles in R2 . The rate of events matching a
base interest is approximated by the total number of messages per
month posted to groups associated with this interest. See Section 4
for details.
The third attribute of a Google group, geographic region, gives
an idea of where its members are located in the network space. For
each base interest, we divide all Google groups associated with the
interest by their geographic regions, and count the total number
of members within each geographic region. These counts provide a
rough indication of the distribution of subscribers over the network.
It is worth noting that the publicly available data from Google
Groups is noisy and incomplete in many ways. Because of the flexibility in tagging groups, owners do not appear to tag groups by
topics in a consistent manner. A group may be tagged with multiple topics, sometimes with non-atomic topics that are clearly not
as specific as they should be. Furthermore, groups owners may
choose not to disclose the tags of their groups. Finally, we cannot
tell whether memberships of two groups overlap, because detailed
information at the member level is unavailable. For these reasons,
we base our workload generation on the total membership count
by geographic region for each base interest (with the understanding that the total count may in fact be greater than the number of
distinct members across groups).
Google Groups Data Characteristics Figure 1 shows the distribution of subscription interests in E for three different geographic
regions.2 We see that Europeans and Asians subscribe to many interests, while the US subscribers have fewer interests. Although
subscribers from Asia and Europe share some common interests,
a lot of Asians’ interests are located on the left side of the heat
map while most Europeans’ interests are located in the center of
the heat map. Figure 2 shows the geographic distribution of subscribers along each event dimension. Along the language dimension, we see that for a subset of languages (clustered on the left
side), most of their subscribers are Asians; for another subset of
languages (clustered in the middle), most of their subscribers are
Europeans. On the other hand, along the topic dimension, the subscriber distributions for the three geographic regions are similar.
These data characteristics provide useful insights into system design. Suppose that each broker summarizes its subscriptions using
a “super-interest” containing all of them (a common practice by
many systems). As shown in Figure 1, US subscription interests
spread sparsely over the event space. If a publish/subscribe system
assigns subscriptions to brokers based on network proximity alone,
we would end up with large super-interests, causing many events
to be delivered to brokers unnecessarily. On the other hand, if we
ignore network proximity, an Asian subscriber may be assigned to
an European broker since the Asian and European subscribers hap2
High-resolution versions of all figures in this paper are available
at http://www.cs.duke.edu/dbgroup/Main/ProSem.

Figure 2: Distribution of subscribers. Top: along the language
dimension; bottom: along the topic dimension.
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Figure 1: Distribution of interests in E for different geographic
regions. First row: all geographic regions; second row: Asia;
third row: US; fourth row: Europe.

pen to share common interests. In this case, latency may become
unacceptable.

3.2 Data from PlanetLab
Data from Google Groups gives us a rough distribution of subscriptions by geographic region. We still need actual network locations
for subscriptions as well as brokers. To this end, we generate a set
of nodes, each of which is composed of a pair (ζ, x), where ζ is a
geographic region label and x is a point in N. We use data extracted
from PlanetLab, which currently consists of 1019 nodes and 484
sites. To assign x, we choose a subset of PlanetLab nodes, measure their inter-node latencies, and embed this latency relationship
in a low-dimensional Euclidean space. Many techniques are available for performing this embedding (e.g., [7, 9, 12]). We use [9]
with the number of dimensions set to 5; Ledlie et al. [10] showed
that the inherent dimensionality of Planetlab datasets is small, and
4–5 dimensions are sufficient to capture the inter-node latencies.
To assign the region labels for PlanetLab nodes, we take their IP
addresses and use the IP-to-country database,3 which maps IP addresses found in APNIC, ARIN, LACNIC and RIPE databases to
the country of their registrar, to determine their geographic regions
at the country level. The resulting coordinates in the network space,
together with their geographic region destinations, are then used to
generate subscription and broker locations, as described in the next
section.
3
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Workload Generation

This section discusses how we generate a wide-area content-based
publish/subscribe workload. We subject the data extracted in Section 3 to a series of transformations, allowing us to remove idiosyncrasies in the data, extrapolate from statistical summaries of fundamentally simpler subscriptions, and offer users additional control
over the workload being generated.
Before presenting the details, we first highlight several interesting features of our workload generator.
• Interest smoothing. As we have seen, the distribution of interests over the event space can be quite jagged. Users may want
workloads with smoother distributions. We provide two options
for interest smoothing: hot-interest removal and interest diffusion. Users may choose to apply either one or both (in order).
Hot-interest removal targets the peaks in the distribution, while
interest diffusion is more aggressive in reducing the popularity variance among “related” interests. In the case of Google
Groups, the notion of “relatedness” can derived from the topic
and language hierarchies.
• Interest generalization. In practice, we expect some subscribers
to have broader interests than others; e.g., some may be interested in sports in general, while other may be interested only
in soccer. Data extracted from public sources may or may not
provide information on broader interests. In the case of Google
Groups, we choose to use only information on base interests because of inconsistency in tagging groups (as discussed in Section 3). To extrapolate broader interests from base ones, we
construct a poset of interests and propagate subscription counts
upwards from base interests to broader interests.
• Categorical-to-range subscription conversion. The extracted
data, as is the case with Google Groups, may be about categorical subscriptions instead of range subscriptions. Again,
publicly available information on range-subscription workloads
will continue to be rare, until powerful publish/subscribe sys-

Figure 3: Popularities of base interests.

Figure 5: Distribution of interests over the event space, after smoothing (p = 0.7). Upper-left: all geographic regions;
upper-right: Asia; lower-left: US; lower-right: Europe.

Figure 4: Distribution of subscribers over geographical regions, as the most popular interests are removed.

tems supporting such subscriptions become more widely deployed. Meanwhile, to convert categorical subscriptions to range
subscriptions, we embed the poset of interests into R2 .
• Workloads with various sizes. The extracted data is about a
fixed number of subscriptions. To obtain workloads with various sizes, we derive from the extracted data a probability distribution of subscriptions over the event and network spaces.
We give a sampling algorithm to generate a given number of
subscriptions, which overcomes the difficulty of naive random
sampling in handling highly skewed distributions.

4.1 Hot-Interest Removal
The popularity of base interests, measured by the total membership size of their constituent Google groups, is heavily skewed. As
shown in Figure 3, a few interests contain a significant fraction
of members. The top three interests contain at least 218 members
each. They are (business services, English), (small business, english), and (consulting, English). There are roughly 8.1 million
members total. By removing these top 24 interests, the number of
members reduces to about 4.3 million.
At the same time, hot-interest removal retains most distributional
characteristics of the original data. Popularity distribution remains
skewed; a small fraction of interests still contain a large fraction
of members, albeit to a lesser extent. Hot-interest removal also
has some effect on the subscription distribution across geographic
regions. As shown in Figure 4, the percentage of European subscribers gradually increases as more popular interests are removed.
The main reason is that a large number of US (and to a lesser extent,
Asian) subscribers are members of very popular interests. Nonetheless, distribution of interests within each geographic region and the
correlation between interests and geographic regions remain similar to what we observe in Figure 1.

gories or languages l1 , . . . , ln . Let C(t, l) denote the total subscription count under (t, l), i.e., over all base interests with topics
under t and languages under l. Let C = {C(ti , lj ) | 1 ≤ i ≤
m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n}
Pbe the subscription counts of all (t, l)’s “immediate sub-pairs.” i,j C(ti , lj ) = C(t, l). Set C tl = C(t, l)/(mn)
to be the mean of counts in C.
P The variance among the subscription counts in C, var(C), is C∈C (C tl − C)2 . Let C(t, l)∗ denote the subscription count for the pair (t, l) after interest diffusion. Let C∗ = {C(ti , lj )∗ | 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n} and
P
∗
var(C∗ ) = C∈C ∗ (C tl − C)2 . Given a user-specified smoothing
parameter p between 0 and 1, the diffusion algorithm ensures the
following property: var(C∗ ) = p · var(C). For p = 1, the distribution of interests remains unchanged. For p = 0, the subscriber
counts in C∗ follows a uniform distribution.
The diffusion algorithm proceeds top-down from the roots of the
two hierarchies. For each pair (t, l), we lower the variance among
the subscription counts of all (t, l)’s immediate sub-pairs as fol√
∗
lows. We set each C(ti , lj )∗ to C tl − p · (C tl − C(ti , lj )). Here,
∗
∗
C tl = C tl if (t, l) is the root pair; otherwise, C tl = C(t, l)∗ /(mn),
∗
where C(t, l) is already set by the top-down diffusion process.
The algorithm then runs recursively on each of the sub-pairs.
The variance among the subscription counts of all (t, l)’s immediate sub-pairs is reduced by a factor of p, since
X
X √
√
∗
var(C∗ ) =
(C tl − C)2 =
( p · C tl − p · C)2
C∈C ∗

C∈C

= p · var(C).
It can also be shown that the total subscription counts of all interests
does not change and every interest has a non-negative subscription
count after the diffusion step. Figures 5 and 6 show what the interests look like after smoothing is applied.
Although both interest diffusion and hot-spot removal are methods for interest smoothing, they differ significantly in goal and result. Hot-spot removal results in a truncation of the original distribution and is arguably more faithful. On the other hand, interest
diffusion aims specifically at decreasing variance, and with smaller
p settings, becomes increasingly more aggressive in leveling the
distribution.

4.2 Interest Diffusion

4.3

Consider the pair (t, l), where t is a non-atomic topic with child
topics t1 , . . . , tm , and l is a language category with child cate-

Our workload generator obtains more general interests by extrapolating from base interests. We first construct a partially ordered

Interest Generalization

Figure 8: Hierarchy of intervals.

topological order.
The second option takes a different view that, in reality, subscribing to a general interest implies subscribing to all its child interests in the poset; counts for base interests from Google Groups
reflect contributions from ancestor interests. One possible reconstruction of subscriptions counts for ancestor interests works as
follows. We again start from the base interests and work our way
upwards in topological order. For every non-base interest I, we
count assigned to J
}. We assign to I a
compute δ = minJ is a child of I { number
of J’s parents
(user-specifiable) fraction of δ, and deduct the same quantity from
all children of I.
Subscription counts for different geographic regions are propagated separately, so every non-base interest will have a count for
each geographic region, just like the base interests.

4.4

Figure 6: Distribution of subscribers after smoothing (p = 0.7).
Top: along the language dimension; bottom: along the topic
dimension.
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Figure 7: Part of the Hasse diagram for the poset of interests,
constructed from the two hierarchies above.
set (poset) of interests from the set of base interests as follows. Let
T denote the set of topics in the topic hierarchy (including both
atomic and non-atomic ones), and let L denote the set of languages
and language categories in the language hierarchy. The set of interests (which includes all base interests) is given by T ×L. We define
a partial order ≤ on the set of interests: Given two interests (t1 , l1 )
and (t2 , l2 ), we have (t1 , l1 ) ≤ (t2 , l2 ) iff 1) t2 is an ancestor of
(or the same as) t1 in the topic hierarchy, and 2) l2 is an ancestor
of (or the same as) l1 in the language hierarchy. Figure 7 illustrates
the construction of the poset of interests.
Recall that the data from Google Groups has, for each base interest, subscription counts by geographic region. We provide two options for extrapolating subscription counts for ancestor interests in
the poset. The first option assumes that a (user-specifiable) fraction
of the subscriptions to a particular interest are actually meant for
a parent interest in the poset. If there are multiple parent interests,
the fraction is divided equally among them. Starting from the base
interests, we propagate subscription counts upwards in (increasing)

Subscription Generation

After interest smoothing and generalization, we now have subscription counts by geographic region for all interests. We now discuss
how to generate a subscription workload where each subscription
has a rectangular region of interest in E and a point location in the
network space.
Recall that the domain of interests is T × L, where both T and L
are hierarchies. To convert an interest to a rectangle in E, we have
to embed each hierarchy into R. The embedding aims at preserving
the tree distance of the elements of the hierarchy. The elements
of a hierarchy are mapped to intervals in R such that: 1) If x is
y’s parent in the hierarchy, then x’s interval contains y’s interval;
2) for any x in hierarchy, intervals for x’s children in the hierarchy
all have the same length.
To help smoothing the event distribution for event generation (to
be discussed shortly), we also separate adjacent intervals by gaps
that have the same width as the intervals. An example is shown in
Figure 8. These gaps ensure a desirable property: Given x, y, and
z in the hierarchy, if the lowest common ancestor of x and y is a
descendant of the lowest common ancestor of x and z (i.e., if y is
closer to x than z in the hierarchy), then the gap between x and
y’s intervals is smaller than the gap between x and z’s intervals.
In event smoothing, this property allows the event rate of a similar
base interest to have more influence on the estimate of the event rate
of a base interest than the event rate of a dissimilar base interest.
Optionally, for a subscription with interest I, we can further perturb its rectangle in E by adding some random noise to two opposing corners of the rectangle corresponding to I. Doing so results in
a workload whose subscriptions do not fall on predefined boundaries in the event space.
For a subscription in geographic region R, to generate its point
location in the network space, we use the coordinates of PlanetLab
nodes obtained in Section 3. We offer two options. The first option
randomly draws a point from inside the minimum enclosing box
(or convex hull) of all PlanetLab nodes from R. For the second
option, we first randomly select a PlanetLab node from R; then, we
randomly draw a point from the vicinity of the selected node.
Generating a Given Number of Subscriptions We use sampling to generate a subscription workload of a given size. The
distribution of subscriptions over the event and network spaces is
given by the subscription counts by interest and geographic region
in the extracted and transformed data. To generate the workload,

we create a subscription for interest I in geographic region R with
probability proportional to the subscription count of (I, R).
However, with a highly skewed interest distribution (as is the
case with Google Groups), naive random sampling is inadequate
when the sample size is small, since it tends to miss subscriptions
of less popular interests. Unrepresentative samples are problematic
for system evaluation, because they make subscriptions more homogeneous than they should be. To alleviate this problem, we implement stratified sampling. We group interests into strata by popularity: those in the same stratum have similar subscription counts.
We then sample from each stratum, drawing a number of subscriptions proportional to the total subscription count of that stratum.

4.5 Event Generation
The message count data we extracted from Google Groups in Section 3 gives the event rate matching each base interest. Our continuous event space, however, has gaps between regions that correspond to base interests. To obtain event rates for these gaps, we use
kernel smoothing, which redistributes some of the event density at
each location in R2 to its vicinity. The resulting distribution over
the event space allows us to generate a random sequence of events
with characteristics similar to those in the extracted data.

4.6 Broker Generation
To generate network locations for a set of brokers, we simply pick
them at random from the coordinates of PlanetLab nodes obtained
in Section 3. By default, the number of brokers we pick from a geographic region is proportional to the number of subscriptions from
that region. If there are not enough PlanetLab nodes in a particular
geographic region, we obtain additional coordinates in the region
using the techniques discussed above for generating subscription
locations.

5 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have presented a generator for wide-area contentbased publish/subscribe workloads. We have shown how to extrapolate the limited amount of publicly available data to obtain
large workloads resembling realistic ones. Although the discussion is based on data extracted from Google Groups and PlanetLab, the various data transformation and extrapolation techniques
we employed can be applied to other settings where publicly available datasets are noisy, incomplete, or based on simpler subscription models. For future work, there are many useful extensions,
such as more details on event publishing (e.g., where events originate), changes to event distributions and subscriptions over time,
subscriptions beyond multi-dimensional range predicates, etc. We
hope this workload generator will become a useful tool to the publish/subscribe research community.
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